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Probing structure and magnetism of CoNi/Pt interfaces by nonlinear
magneto-optics
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Magnetic CoNi/Pt interfaces are studied as a function of their preparation conditions by
magnetization-induced second-harmonic generation~MSHG! measurements. A detailed method has
been developed to decompose the total MSHG response into magnetic and crystallographic
contributions for each interface. Although the bulk magnetism of the CoNi film~3 nm thick! shows
only a subtle dependence on the sputtering Ar pressure, the interfaces appear to be dramatically
affected. It can be shown that the crystallographic part probes the increase in the interface roughness
while the magnetic one clearly reveals a maximum in the in-plane magnetization of the interface.
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The magneto-optical Kerr effect~MOKE! has been
established as a powerful and simple technique to st
ultrathin magnetic films and multilayers, with a magne
sensitivity down to less than a monolayer. Recently,
complementary nonlinear magneto-optical tool has b
developed to allow for the study of film interface
magnetization-induced second-harmonic genera
~MSHG!. It has been shown to combine extreme surfa
interface sensitivity1,2 with very large magneto-optica
effects.3

To make devices out of magnetic multilayers, like gia
magnetoresistance and spin-tunneling-based sensors as
as magnetic and magneto-optical recording media, a kno
edge of the interface structure is essential. Many techniq
used for these studies at present require either very com
cated equipment~like synchrotons for x-ray circular mag
netic dichroism! or at least should be carried out in UH
conditions. The study of buried interfaces is especially di
cult, and here an optical technique can be very helpful du
the relatively large penetration depth.

In this letter, we show how the interface-speci
magneto-optical MSHG technique can be used to corre
the sputtering-induced changes in the interface morphol
with the changes in the interface magnetic properties of
magneto-optical recording material CoNi/Pt. We develope
method that allows the unambiguous determination of
nonlinear magneto-optical tensorx (2) for each interface of
the multilayer structure. The relation between the interfa
roughness and intermixing and the crystallographic contri
tion to MSHG is demonstrated. We find that the interfa
magnetization has a dramatic dependence on the Ar spu
ing pressure, while the bulk magnetism is relatively unp
turbed.

In the electric-dipole approximation, SHG is express
through the second-order polarizationP(2v) induced in a
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medium by an incident electromagnetic waveE(v):

Pi~2v!5x i jk
~2!Ej~v!Ek~v!. ~1!

The third-rank polar tensorx (2) vanishes in any centrosym
metric medium. Hence, a symmetry breaking surface or
terface is a source of SHG, giving rise to the extreme int
face sensitivity of the technique. The presence of
magnetization does not influence thebulk inversion symme-
try but does change the symmetry of theinterface, making
the magnetic probing also interface sensitive.4 For an isotro-
pic @or ~001!# surface in the transversal magneto-optical co
figuration ~M iy, xz is the plane of incidence! the nonlinear
magneto-optical tensorx (2) can be written as
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D . ~2!

The elements shown in bold areodd in the magnetization
~roughly proportional to it5!. Thus, the nonlinear magneto
optical properties of an isotropic interface are characteri
by ten ~complex! numbers.

A crucial challenge is how to derivex (2) from the ex-
perimental data. For this, multiple scattering calculatio
~based on a transfer matrix technique6,7! are used to deter
mine the electric-fieldE~v! for every interface; the sam
calculation procedure is used afterwards to compute the
going SHG intensity. The tensor componentsx i

(2) for each
interfacei are the fitting parameters to describe the expe
mental data.

For the MSHG measurements, a pulsed laser beam f
a Ti–sapphire laser~82 MHz3100 fs pulses! with a wave-
length of 840 nm was focused onto the sample. After pro
filtering, the outcoming specular second-harmonic light w
detected with a photomultiplier. The asymmetry of t
MSHG signal A5(I 12I 2)/(I 11I 2) ~where I 6 is the
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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MSHG intensity for the magnetization up or down, respe
tively! was measured in the specular direction as a func
of the angle of incidence.

The samples were prepared in a computer-contro
sputtering system, base pressure of 531028 mbar, with ar-
gon as a sputtering gas. The deposition rates were kept
~1.7–2.0 Å/s for Pt and 0.4–0.6 Å/s for CoNi!, to assure a
smooth layer growth and a good control of the layer thic
ness. A 40 nm thick Pt buffer layer was deposited on
Si~001! substrate followed by a magnetic CoNi layer~thick-
ness varied between 3 and 12 nm! and covered by a 3 nm
thick Pt cap layer. Such samples were prepared at diffe
Ar pressures~between 4 and 36mbar!. It was found that the
magnetic interface properties considerably depend on
growth conditions, in particular, on the Ar pressure used
sputtering.

In order to determine thex (2) tensor for one given inter
face quality, a set of samples was used with different m
netic layer thicknesses, prepared under exactly the same
ditions (pAr512mbar). We may, therefore, assume that t
x (2)’s are the same for the different samples, and the o
thing that is changed are the local optical fields at the in
faces, due to absorption and multiple scattering.

The results of the measurements together with the fit
curves are shown in Fig. 1 for theSinPout polarization com-
bination. The number of fitting parameters is determined
the polarization used. Thus, forSinPout we fix zyy0 ~neither
the absolute intensity nor the optical phase of MSHG
taken into account!, hence,zyy1,2 and xyy1,2 are the only
components left to be determined. This gives eight para
eters ~2 interfaces32 complex components! to fully de-
scribe these data. The linear~magneto-! optical parameters o
similar samples were measured previously.8 The uniqueness
of the fits was checked for bothSinPout andPinPout polariza-
tion combinations by randomizing the initial choice of the
parameters. Figure 2 shows thex (2) tensor components ob
tained from the fits of Fig. 1. The convergence of the para
eters is evident. An interesting point is that the tensor co
ponents show different signs for the subsequent magn
layer interfaces~1! and ~2!. This is an independent exper
mental confirmation of a strict requirement from symme
and provides a strong support for the model used in the

FIG. 1. Angle of incidence dependencies of the MSHG asymmetryA for
samples with different CoNi layer thicknesses~indicated in the figure!.
Lines are the theoretical fits to the experimental points using one singl
of tensor elements.
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culations. Also, the crystallographic and magnetic contrib
tions tox (2) appear to be of the same order of magnitude
strong contrast to the linear case.

To determine the dependence ofx (2) on the interface
quality, the sample with a 3 nmthick CoNi layer was mea-
sured for different Ar sputtering pressures. The assump
was then made that all tensor components changed in a s
lar way, i.e., the scaling parametersM andC were defined
as

xmagn
~2! ~pAr!5M~pAr!xmagn

2 ~p0!, ~3!

xcr
~2!~pAr!5C ~pAr!xcr

~2!~p0!, ~4!

with p0512mbar. To fit the data for any new sample, on
the two complex parametersM and C are used~actually,
this only gives three parameters in total because one p
can still be fixed!. The possibility to fit the data for any A
pressure~see Fig. 3! supports our assumption that allx (2)’s
are changed in a similar way.

The parametersM(pAr) and C (pAr) represent the de
pendence of the nonlinear magneto-optical interface pro
ties on the interface structure~controlled via the sample
preparation conditions!. The value ofC is proportional to the
crystallographic contribution to the MSHG, expressed

et

FIG. 2. The nonlinear magneto-optical tensor components determined
the fits of the experimental data of Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. MSHG asymmetryA as a function of angle of incidence for sample
prepared at different Ar pressures~indicated in the figure!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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the local symmetry breaking induced by the interface. It
incorrect to say, however, thatM represents the purely mag
netic part of MSHG. Indeed, all the ‘‘magnetic’’ elements
x (2) are only nonzero in the presence of the crystallograp
symmetry breaking, i.e., the same factor influences bothxcr

andxmagn. Hence, one may writeM}C •M .
To extract information on the interface magnetic prop

ties from our results, we take the ratiom5M/C . In Fig. 4,
m is plotted as a function of the sputtering Ar pressure
theSinPout andPinPout polarizations. The precise coincidenc
of the m dependency for both polarization combinatio
once again supports the model used for the derivations.

Figure 4 shows that the crystallographic contributi
xcr}C increases rapidly above 15mbar, while staying al-
most constant below this pressure. The increase ofxcr indi-
cates an increasing interfacial roughness for higher spu
ing pressures. Though the crystallite size is known to s
constant in the whole pressure range, the crystallites m
become slightly misoriented.9 This increase ofxcr due to the
increasing interface roughness can schematically be un
stood as being due to the increase of the effective sur
area of the interface. For stronger roughnesses, other me
nisms may play a role.10

In contrast to the crystallographic one, the magnetic c
tribution m shows a clear maximum at pressures of 15–
mbar. At very low Ar pressures the interface layers beco
slightly intermixed due to the high energies of sputtered
oms. This intermixing hardly affects the crystallographic p
of MSHG but clearly suppresses the magnetic one. Note
the maximum in the interface magnetization does not hav
coincide with the sharpest interface. Evidently, the drop om
for large pAr is related to a decreasing in-plane magne
moment of the rough interface. A possible explanation h

FIG. 4. The ratiom5M/C as a function of the sputtering Ar pressu
independently derived for the two different polarization combinations~indi-
cated in the figure!.
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is that the increasing roughness changes the local coord
tion of the Co atoms, which may even lead to an out-of-pla
lifting of the local interface magnetic moments. This expl
nation is supported by our observation of a specularS-
polarized MSHG output at higher Ar pressures. Such
MSHG yield can only be nonzero in the presence of a p
pendicular~out-of-plane! magnetization component. In add
tion, polar MOKE hysteresis loops also show a small rem
nence ~<10% of Ms! for the sample sputtered a
PAr536mbar, confirming our MSHG results.

To summarize, we have shown that nonlinear magne
optics is clearly able to follow the~subtle! changes in the
interface structure, both crystallographic and magnetic.
the case of Pt/CoNi/Pt, we found the optimum sputter
pressure that yielded a maximum in-plane interface mag
tization with only a small change in interface morpholog
With further increase of the sputtering pressure, the interf
roughness clearly increases while the in-plane interface m
netic moment decreases. The latter appears to be acco
nied by the appearance of an out-of-plane magnetiza
component at the interface. It should be underlined that
all studied samples, no difference in magnetization was
served with either MOKE or vibrating-sample magnetom
ter. Microscopic theory is required for the further develo
ment of the MSHG method in order to make a
unambiguous correlation of the observed dependence o
magneto-optical response with the magnetization~exchange
constant, spin-orbit coupling, etc.! at the interface.
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